
You’ll need:
- Scissors

- Tape

- Printed point sheet, answer sheet, and questions key

- A jingle bell for every team

How to play:
Start out by splitting into 3-5 teams with two people left out: one who will host, the other who will keep score. 

Before the game begins, the host and score keeper should cut up the point sheet grid and lightly tape the 

point amounts over the answers on the other sheet. Once this is finished, the board is ready for display.

Also, the host should make sure not show anyone else the question bank (aka, the answer sheet… but it’s 

Jeopardy and answers are in the form of a question. You get it).

The team with the player with the birthday closest to Christmas gets to choose the first category. 

The moderator will remove the paper over the blank, read the answer, and whichever team rings their 

jingle bell first should answer in the form of a question.

If they get it right, they get nice list points. If they get it wrong, they get naughty points. The team that gets a 

turn right gets to choose the next spot on the board to tackle until all of the answers have been uncovered. 

At the end, naughty points get subtracted from nice points, and the nicest team wins.

HOLIDAY JEOPARDY instructions
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This classic holiday 
confection is said to have 

been modeled after a 
structure from the Hansel 

and Gretel fairytale.

The famous location 
in NYC where a large 

Christmas tree is 
erected annually. 

“You’ll shoot your eye out!”
What your true love gets 
you on the seventh day 

of Christmas.

Small chin beard 
+ what you trim 
with ornaments

Properly stored, this 
holiday “treat” will last 

for one month.

Early Christians were 
against Christmas 
trees because of 

their _______ origins.

"The best way to 
spread Christmas cheer, 

is singing loud for all 
to hear."

This song was sung 
originally recorded by 

Bing Crosby during 
which war?

Jay Z’s wife + 
Santa’s ride

This Christmas 
candy’s shape was 

inspired by a 
shepherd's hook.

This is the 
German name 

for fir tree.

“And why is the 
carpet all wet, Todd?”

According to Billboard, 
this is the most popular 

Christmas song of all 
time, with 30 weeks in 

theno. 1 spot.

Fear of confined 
spaces + Santa

This Hanukkah 
treat is often used 
when playing the 

dreidel game.

This U.S. state is the 
leading grower of 
Christmas trees.

“Uh, since the United 
States Government 

declares this man to be 
Santa Claus, this court 
will not dispute it. Case 

dismissed.”

The writer and 
singer of, “The 

Hanukkah Song.”

Holiday singing + 
someone you aspire 

to be like

This holiday beverage is 
traditionally made with 

brown ale, sherry, brown 
sugar, apples, lemon 

zest, and mulling spices.

The first records of a 
decorated  Christmas 

tree originate here.

“There was more than 
one lobster present at 

the birth of Jesus?

“You’re as cuddly as a 
cactus, you’re as charming 
as an _______, Mr Grinch.”

One of the gifts of 
the three wisemen + 
a Jane Austen novel



HOLIDAY JEOPARDY ANSWERS

Ca-role model

Frankincense and 
Sensibility

Claustrophobia

Beyonsleigh

Eel

Adam Sandler

“All I Want For 
Christmas Is You”

WWII“Elf”
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Gingerbread 
house

Fruitcake

Candy Cane

Gelt

Wassail

Rockefeller 
Center

Pagan

Tannenbaum

Oregon

Latvia

“A Christmas 
Story”

“Christmas 
Vacation”

“Miracle on 
34th Street”

“Love Actually”

Seven swans a 
swimming

A goatree
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